MCT Pricing Guarantee

Guarantee includes:
- Flat lay
- Minimal patterning
- Straight lay (parallel walls)
- Standard Forbo Linoleum tile T940 adhesive
- 500 ft² minimum
- Maximum cutting of 20% of the tiles in installation area
- Continental 48 States

What is assumed:
- Substrate provided must meet industry acceptable standards for the preparation of resilient flooring installation per ASTM concrete & ASTM wood prep
- All exceptions to the above are the sole responsibility of the flooring contractor to document and are not included in cost calculations of the pricing guarantee
- Not inclusive of any GC or construction Manager mark up

Recourse:
Forbo Flooring Systems will facilitate the installation of MCT using partnered installer as defined by Forbo to meet the pricing guarantee of $2.95 - $3.75 as outlined above.
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